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ESL students preparing to take the Test of English for International Communication will find six

full-length practice exams that reflect the actual TOEIC in length, subject matter, question types,

and degree of difficulty.  Barron's TOEIC Practice Exams  manual provides test takers with

extensive practice in the actual test-taking experience as an efficient way of improving their score

when they take the actual TOEIC. All questions are answered and explained. Audio for the TOEIC

tests' listening comprehension section is included on the enclosed audio compact discs.
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I had previously used the

http://www..com/Barrons-TOEIC-MP3-6th-Edition/dp/1438073321/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=13952

53627&sr=8-2&keywords=toeic and it was great (please check my review in that book.)I needed this

book in order to have more tests to practice before the actual test and it completed the task

perfectly.Drawbacks? Four CDs!!! In the age of MP3 and MP4 this book still uses CDs!!! I had to

use my very old laptop in order to convert all the audio files from Audio CD to MP3 in order to get

them in my TABLET!!!... CDs and Laptops are things of the past!!!Additionally; try to use the official

answer test sheet so you can develop better speed in order to complete the test on time... you can

get it for free in the official ETS-TOEIC web page (it is located in the handbook for the

test.)Summary; an excellent book to practice for the TOEIC test! Very bad it still uses the OLD CD

audio file system!!!



I teach Japanese students in Japan. I have used Barron products in the past and normally like

them. However, with this particular product there were problems with one of the CDs, which would

jump and skip. This might have something to do with the way they are packaged in the book. Also,

all the test answer sheets are incorrectly numbered. Since I actually time the student using this

book, she lost concentration and time when it was realized that the answer sheet was missing an

answer number (105). The test material itself is good, but due the the problems with the CD and

answer sheet, I will not recommend this product or possibly any other Barron products to my

Japanese students in the future. I will look for other alternatives first.

Practice exams are very similar to the real exam, so whatever you score on the practice exams you

will surelly score on the real exam.I don't rate this book with five stars because I also had some

problems with the audio CDs.

Its a good book for practice before the real exam. The book have six exams more dificult than the

real.

The book is useful for international student like me. I can make more practice test. The tone is CD is

very clear.

Everything ok

The book was delivered fast and in excellent conditions.It met my expectations.I would recommend

it to whoever has to take a standardized Test.

very good, it is comprehensive,important, i could learn a lot, thanks toeic, this opportunity , i got

satisfactory results.thank you
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